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SAILORS UNION MAINTAINS SOLIDARITY IN CHARTER FIGHT
Appeal To Judge, Hutton Asks Maritime Pres.
For Continuance; Injunction Case Visits Northwest
Adjourned Till Thursday March 12
T. S. U. Officials Meeting in Chicago Compromise Suggested

.•••.•

Appearing before Judge Griffith, Tuesday, March 10,
Hutton, attorney for the I. S. U. of A., requested a continuance. His request was based on the fact that the case had
been transferred from Department 2 to Department 5.
The fact that the case had been transferred to Judge
Griffin's court appeared to upset Mr. Hutton. Said he in
asking a continuance:
"If your honor, please, I was not aware until a few
minutes ago—just a few minutes before—that this case had
been transferred from Department 2 to Department 5. I
am in this position in it. I am advising my clients in Chicago, or on their way to Chicago, that this case will be
heard before Department 2---advising them of it—and I
haven't had any opportunity of advising them of any
change in that situation. They may take this attitude
that there is something I may have done—they may make
up their mind to get another attorney. I must consult with
them. Another thing, they may want to get some affidavits,"'Mr. Hutton said.

"AFTER THE BATTLE"

Arrived in Seattle, Feb. 28 and
I met the Dispatchers and the Secretary. Visited the Marine Firemen's Hall and various other
Union Halls. Visited ILA district
secretary's office, then attended
district council meeting and addressed meeting on Federation
problems.

Radio and Safety
Of Life At Sea Gulf
Part II
(Continued from Last Issue)
DEFICIENCES IN SAFETY PROVISIONS OF SENATE BILL S-3954
The title of Senate Bill S-3954
states its purpose as "promoting
safety of life and property through
the use of radio." Careful study of
this measure shows:
FIRST: It is based upon the
premise that safety of life at sea
is beat promoted through adherence to the theory of EXEMPTIONS FOR THE EMPLOYER;
PENALTIES FOR THE EMPLOYEE.

Was invited by delegates from
Everett and Tacoma to attend
their meetings. Found the rank
and file at Tacoma and Everett
very interested in the M. F.
The Everett ILA Local, has complied with the two M, F. assessments in full and the Tacoma ILA
local vot3d to comply and has
mailed in check. In both heals the
desire and spirit for a M. F. appears to be taking a new lease
on life.
Stopped off at Longview, Friday, March 6, and attended ILA
meeting. Delivered a short address
to the rank and file and then continued on to Portland.
.

SECOND:* Several paragraphs
of S-3954 have no connection with
promotion of life at sea. These
paragraphs (Paragraph' F, G, and
H, Page 4, Lines 7 to 17) serve
only one purpose that of discriminating against marine radio operators and their organization, the
American Radio Telegraphists' Association. The discriminatory and
anti-labor sections of 5-3954 are
distinctly Fascist, inasmuch as
they tend to destory the radio operators' union through the enactment of severe penalties for any
radio operator who exercises his
legal right to-strike anti picket.
Specifically, from the viewpoint
of promotion and safety of life at
sea, the following sections of S3954 are eitheill inadequate or incomplete.

Federationists Battle
Enemies! President Elected!
Federation Is Formed

Brother Mere Elected President of Gulf
Federation
The second step by the Maritime Workers in the movement to establish a National Maritime Department of the
American Federation of Labor was taken at a Convention
in New Orleans, March 3rd to 5th, when the Maritime
Federation was formed.
Attended by over 50 accredited delegates and visitors
from the seven maritime unions of the Gulf Ports, the convention elected permanent officers, adopted a constitution
and emphasized that the Gulf Maritime Federation will
cooperate to the fullest extent with the A. F. of L. and
work toward the formation of a department within the
A. F. of L. similar in character to the Building Trades
Council.
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Copies of the day* by day mln been accomplished in one week. a ship's crew are worth safeguard- L. bureaucracy, against all proin the future and it is hoped that O'Sullivan, agent in San Pedro, in
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on the change from one departhis sentence will be shortened. sending up this donation from the to
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tions and resolutions which were the International Executive Board. crew is a matter which does not Union of Marine and Shipbuilding throughout the United States.
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the
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Section 2 provides that every and practices a progerssive trade- of L.
much appreciate more visits from agreed to pay the wages to the utes,
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The debate appears only in the of- may have been waiting to find out
(Continued on Page 6)
and upward must be equipped to enter the A. F. of L. as an In- ment ever made, is that of our opEvery 'day except Sunday is visit- done.
ficial record. As the convention the result of the East Coast referwith radio apparatus and carry dustrial Union, therefore be it
We are beginnig to get response
ponents, that this is a secession
ing day at 'San Quentin, conselasted over five weeks, and as endum as to whether the agree- qualified radio operators. This secRESOLVED, That the Industrial movement on our part.
on
the
pamphlet. We have shipped
We want
quently it is an easy matter to
there was such extended debate ment on the East Coast should be
HAVE YOU GOT
tion is inadequate. Radio installa- Union of Marine and Shipbuiding these Maritime Councils and a
pay Harry a visit on your day off. out quite a few orders the last few
throughout, the cost of a copy of
'.:JUftS?
(Continued on Page 5)
tions must be made on all pass- Workers of America, San Francis- Maritime Department so that we
The Good and Welfare committee weeks to the Northwest.
'ships. Radio protection also co, Local No. 7, recognizes the
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The
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the
Norththeir
atTHE MODESTO FRAME-UP
matter
(Continued on Page 6)
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The graphic story of. this fasole
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SECOND: In the course of their
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Commissioner,
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This booklet tells for the first
District Council No.I,
miles from the nearest land, or;
the bars of San Quentin for his ac- • The cost of this appeal with pro- ships
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time the complete history and
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tivity in the 1934 strike on behalf
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significance of this attack on
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America's largest corporations
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
has been some laxity on the part $600, on the cost of the appeal. If brated its
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fluence to further your fight to exunion exponent.
CONVENTION CALL
internation Longshoremen's Asso- tion gives us their support we Clay
Street, Friday evening, the part of the shipowner and al- stallations the following classes of ist as the sole representative of
NOW ie the time to spread
MARITIME FEDERATION
ciation with regard to regular and should. be able to raise the money March 6th.
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in
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future.
SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA
the truth
systematic visiting of Brother
FIRST: "Passenger ships which A. F. of L. and yet retaining your
The meeting was chairmanned destroying the organization of seaOrville C. Pratt, Secretary
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WHEREAS. The membership
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significance of this particular an- state of slavery in which the Sea- not go more than twenty nautical
imprisonment of our brothers
Convention at San Pedro, Caliof Local 38-79 stands solidly in
niversary celebration. Brother Jef- men have lived since time immem- miles from the nearest land or
Local No. 7, I. U. of M. & S. W.
freedom.
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May 15th.
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and win them
support of Brother Donlan and we
SAN PEDRO, Calif.--The crew tress said: more than 200 nautical miles
of America.
This occasion is One orial,
All parts of the Federation
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recognize that he is in San Quen- of the Lake .Miraflores, reported for
us to remember not only as an
J. M. PROFFETT, Secretary
Despite all opposition the Union between consecutive ports."
are asked to heed this notice.
BOOKLET NOW!
tin because of his fight for Union upon reaching port here, that eight;
anniversary celebration, but one has held • its ground. Each anniSECOND: "Cargo ships which in
Local No. 7, L U. of M. & S. W. Prepare and have delegates
principles, therefore be it
BRING THIS MATTER UP BEeen members were stricken with on. Which we are gathered to re- versary
of America.
of the Union's birth has the course of their voyage do not
ready so that this convention
RESOLVED, That Local 38-79 ptomaine poisoning at. sea last ,
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Brother Donlan
bet a smart A. B. dug the which it is founded and to
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a
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and
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castor
..oil
saved
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ACT
all ourselves to carry on in the face firmly
cents
:
ens
deci tion dealing with exemp- eratiug the salmon trolling fleet
eaThe
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against all odds.
Fraternally yours,
MODEST) ally tp request the Ladies' Auxili- hands before they arrived. The of 'the comihg struggle with reacMARINE
JOINT
Many .battles have been fought, Hone for passenger ships is made- out of here last year; the catch
MARITIME FEDERATION
ary
to
do
the
same.
Miraflores
along
with
other
the
tionary forces more solidly and with varying results. But, win or, quate for reasons already stated, reaching nearly five million
DEFENSE COMMITTEE, P. 0.
OF THE PACIFIC COAST
The District Relief Committee is fish reduction ship, the Lansing, loyally than ever
The section dealing with cargo pounds, making it one of the
lose, the war 11TIS been. carried on
before."
BOX 1065, SAN FRANCISCO,
Wm. Fischer, President
(Continued on Page 6)
are to tie-up for the season.
Walter MacArthur, meniber of
largest in years.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)
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LONGSHORE PUBLICITY
COMMITTEES RELEASE

Earl King's Report on I.S. U.
Convention in Washington

SHIPYARD WORKERS
STILL SOLID IN STRIKE

MODESTO DEFENSE
COMMITTEE REPORT

P.

51st Anniversary of Sailors
Union Celebrated in Hall

woo."

•••••

Convention Call
From President
Fischer

VOICE of the FEDERATION

Pare Two

44VOICE of the FEDERATION"

and prom,otion of safety of life is
outstanding. Of f ic I ale of the
American Radio Telegraphists' Association are unable to find a single instance in which an American
marine radio operator has been
suspected or accused of "negligence," "misconduct" or "inattention' in performance of his duties
of safeguarding life at sea.
Section 2 of 5-3954 provide that
the license of a marine radio operator may be revoked or suspended for two years or less, by the
Federal Communications Commission "upon
licensee has been guilty of negligence,
misconduct, intemperate habits, or
Inattention to duties; or has
shown incapacity, incompetence,
or inaptitude."
These sections are discriminatory and unfair to American radio
operators for the following reasons:
FIRST: The record of the
American radio operator conche
!lively proves that regulations of
this type are not necessary.
Second: That the Federal Communications Commission is given
authority to formulate rules under
which radio operators must work;
to make investigations of violations; to conduct hearings and
trials and to penalize the violator
of any radio laws or ruling of the
Commission. Thus, insofar as radio operators are concerned, a
semi-political Government bureau
Is permitted to exercise legislative, administrative and judicial
functions. The record indicates
that the Federal Communications
Commission is biased against organized radio operators. .
THREE: Shipowners and shipmasters are given wide lattitude
to "frame" radio operators on
charges which may have nothing
whatsoever to do with the promotion of safety of life and property
at sea.
FOURTH: No other law, enacted or proposed, provides for the
suspension or revocation of the license of a ship's officer upon simi-

RATHBORNE

Published Every Thursday by
THE MARITIME FEDERATION of the PACIFIC COAST

(Continued from Page 1)
ships perm ita practically all
American cargo ships engaged in
the coastwise trade to be exempt
the installation of radio
from
Board
Editorial
WILLIAM FISCHER
equipment.
Board
Editorial
F. M. KELLEY
it should he noted that during
BURSC:RIPTTON PRICE, Per Year - e2.00
1935, the American Radio TelegraSINGLE COP1Es - Five Cents
phists' Association, in cooperation
Advertising Rates furnished on appliegtion
with the other maritime unions on
Make all checks, Money-orders, payable to
the Pacific Coast, brought about
the installation of radio equipment
and the employment
least ten
cargo ships engaged in the coastwise and intercoastal services.
With Charlie Cates
These installations resulted from
back
go
to
wanted
who
plan
those
that
organized
their
of
As a part
refusal of the ships' crews to sail
destroying the Sailors' Union could remain with the ship.
without radio protection.
Mates of all ships must rememof the Pacific, the\ shipowners are
Several sections of 5-3954 make
with
resorting to such tactics, as de- ber that they must cooperate
for the installation. of
provision
manding that Seamen work eight the Seamen and remember our sloupon American cargo
Alarms
Auto
an
Is
hours out at sea. The ordinary gan that, An Injury to One,
ships. Experience of radio operapractice both before and after the Injury to All."
tors on foreign ships equipped
Another practice here of late
1934 strike is no unnecessary work
with Auto Alarms has proved bebefore
sea
at
practice
shall be performed
ed to become general
yond doubt that:
eight and after five P.
would result in disorganization is
FIRST: The Auto Alarm is not
the only work done that of asking ships crews to go
a 'satisfactory substitute for a cornafter those hours is sanitary work. on the docks and handle ship's
petent radio operator;
Evidently on orders given recently stores. The seamen belong on the
SECOND: The Auto Alarm fails
to officers on ships they are now ship and not on the dock when to operate when it should (when
demanding that these men work they are working stores on the
a nearby ship is in distress) and, in
the tall eight hours and are re- dock they are doing longshore addition, frequently sounds a false
peatedly stressing that part of the work.
distress alarm as the result of
Award which states that Seamen
It was agreed on steam schoon- being actuated by electrical dismust work eight hours between ers right after the strike that the turbances in the atmosphere or
midnight and midnight.
seamen would not •work on the normal radio signals.
A dispute of this type occurred dock at any time. This practice
In practice it has been found
Saturday on the Melville Dollar. should apply to offshore vessels that due to the frequent false
When the men found out that they as well as on steam schooners.
alarms sounded by Auto Alarms,
were to be required to work under
Some members of the SUP seem the captains and radio operators
this system at sea, they refused
to have forgotten that there was of many foreign. ships disconnect
to sail and stood their grounds on
agreement between the Scalers the Auto Alarms while at sea. This
an
the basis that they had never
and the Sailors, that no is a practical matter which should
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worked under these conditions
would paint over the side be considered in conection with
Seaman
prior to or atter the 1934 strike
ship in the entire harbor legislation which proposes the reany
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no reason to
and
by a
of San Francisco, including Oak- placement
.begin now.
Richmond, Crock- mechanical device.
Alameda,
land,
According to Steamboat InspecSection 2 (Page 11, Lines 14 to
ett and Stockton.
tors there must be three able17) of S-3954 provides for dispensshould
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Members
bodied seamen on watch at all
or reserve rarealize that they cannot. sacrifice ing with emergency
times and between sundown and
on cargo ships.
installations
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because
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principles
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virtually nullifies the
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of radio as a means
s
effectivenes
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within call of the bridge at all
saving the lives of the crews of
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times. It is apparanet that the
cargo ships.
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a
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.the proper people it was agreed
As long as a ship in distress can
transmit radio signals it is possible for a rescuing ship to locate
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vessel in fog or heavy weather. UnENTERTAINMENT
less a ship in need of assistance
can continuously transmit radio
STREET, S. F.
236 LEAVENWORTH
signals It cannot be located by
means of radio direction finders.
Adverse weather conditions freEAT AT THE
quently make it impossible for a
vessel's navigator to determine
Try our PRIVATE
exact position, of his ship.
the
1
Whiskey
STOCK
DA
GRANA
in distress have broadcast
BEER!
Ships
.
.
.
I WINES
i
100 Golden Gate at Jones
position reports which later
I proved to he miles in error.
1484 Market St.
i
Van Ness
The famous rescue of the crew
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on the men man-

ning

of sending

.aboard the same ship.
This is a plain case

How come these

radio direction finder

Back Stage Club

I YE CROSS ROAD

'

NEW

sea on ships which remain at sea
for less than forty-eight hours.
THIRD: An. eight-hour day at
sea On ships which remain at sea
more than forty-eight hours.
Consistency dictates that this
section should read "one radio operator shall be required to be on
duty in excess of eight hours while
in port or at sea."

were

Section 2 provides that. a radio
operator's license may be suspended or revoked by the Federal Communications Commiseloh if the operator "has failed to carry out the
lawful order of the master or person in charge of the ship or aircraft. on which he is employed."
No radio operator has any objection to carrying out a lawful
order in connection with his radio
duties. However, the above section
leaves the door open for discrmination against radio operators by
shipowners and shipmasters. Until
radio operators formed a union
and obtained agreements with
shipowners they were often required to perform work which had
no connection with their radio duties. This extra work included
painting, chipping rust, acting as
helmsman, clerical work for Deck,
Engineer and Steward's Departments acting as night wetchman
and many

other nori-radio duties.
If 5-3954 becomes law a master
might order a radio operator to
perform sailor's work ad if the operator refused he would be liable
to the suspension or revocation of

•:•,***.nimpaamoo•mogeowomwo4ownw.mm.am.

Dispatchers' Reports
M. C. & S.

BARGEMEN
Ted Starr reports a fair week.
271 men 7'eceived assignments.
46 going through Local 38-79.

M. F.0. W.

men shipped through the
hall during the week and 26
went. to work longshoring.
• • • • •

SAILORS UNION
155 men shipped out, 26 went
to work for the ILA and 4 for
the Warehousemen's Local.
• * • * •

SCALERS
The Scalers had an exceptionally busy week, all men were
working and the Sailors' Hall
was called upon to assist in the
rush'.
*

*

*

A. R. T. A.
A fair week was reported, 7
men shipping during the sevenday period. Your attention is
called to the article appearing
in this week's issue pertaining
to proposed new legislation of
vital interest to all seafaring
men.
▪

*

*

*

i Bundle
!Subscriptions

(To Unions and Agents)

A total of 115 men in a variety of capacities was the dispatcher's weekly report.
▪ • • • •

Io3

WELDERS GAIN
WAGE INCREASE
This resume of our activities
may be of interest at this time.
We succeeded in getting an increase of 10 cents an hour, from
SO cents to a 90 cent. minimum inMetal Trades Association. This
raise was to be effective February 1st Some of the shops have
lagged a little behind but all have
fallen in line except California
Steel Products, Bay Street, San
Francisco.
Our efforts have been without
interference by other crafts to
gain better economic conditions
by men who are making their
liviihood by welding. We wish to
express our appreciation for the
cooperation from the water-front
workers. The stength evidenced
by the Maritime Workers has
been of great assistance and while
some may attempt to belittle it, is
nevertheless a 'force in this district that may not be fully appreciated. The friendly, congenial relationships developed through our
contacts with the Maritime Workers has been and is of real value
to us.
We have not been considered in
the recent negotiations of the
Shipyards and the Metal Trades
but we wish to state that we are
emphatically standing by the slogan of the Maritime Federation,
"An injury to one is an injury to
all," and we hope .sincerely that a
settlement satisfactory to all the
Shipyard workers will be soon
consimated. We may not have a

I. L. A., Local 38-79
his license.
A very busy week was reIn addition, the above clause
ported by Chief Dispatcher
may be interpreted as an antiSeveral union balls
the
as
inasmuch
strike provision
were called on to fill the deradio operator who went. on strike
mand for men.
against the orders of the master
* • 5 *
do not propose to further
of his ship might be subject to the
M. E. B. A.
weaken the position by breaking
loss of his license.
Six men shipped from the
To avoid the appearance of disaway from the position we took
hall during the week.
section
following
the
crimination
when we were locked out at the
should be included in 5-3954, "Nobeginning of the present trouble
thing in this act shall be construed Rank and Filers
in the Yards.
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cent" coming to you. Report all
pices of the American Newspaper
functions for the memebrs and not
Guild.
violations occuring aboard regardfor some shipowners' back-scratching working rules, overtime, etc.,
Several members that left the ers.
B rother Farell, another one of
RATINGS
NEW YORK, N. Y.—There is no
steam
schooners during the reThere is no let up in the attend- to your patrolman.
What the hell do the ISU Dictareturn
the
delegates
recent
to
the
Secretary King reports that the
Unionism has become a riddle,
* e * *
such thing as an independent press
ance at the meetings held at headISU Convention, spoke. He stated cent steam schooner tie-up, have tors think we are rats We will
committee
designated
•
to
draw
up
in America, unless it is in the a jigsaw puzzle, a baffling maze to quarters. Quite a few ships were
The 51st Anniverstary of the clarifications of the duties of the that no bills will go thru Congress showed their real spirit of Union- stick to the ship and they can go
country towns. You know it, and many American workers. They In the harbor and all hands came Sailors' Union was marked by brilism by signing the authority jump over the side.
various ratings in the black gang. this session. He stated that if we
want. to be organized, but they are
I know it.
Up to get the latest dope on the liant speeches, the story of which Tentative proposals have been clear the situation on the Pacific blanks and placing into the EmerED COESTER
There is not one of you who thrown into confusion and dismay SUP situation, which from all in- will be found elsewhere in this edi* * * *
Coast ourselves we will perhaps gency Fund the amounts that they
and
a
meeting
prepared
arranged
dares express an honest opinion. when it appears that the only way dications looks very good.
had received during that time.
tion. Peter Lowendahl was given
M. F. 0. W. & W.
for with Captain Zeh of the labor have the Copeland Bill next year
If you express an honest opinion they .can get into the A. F. of L. is
From reports of the secretary, a vote of confidence for the ex- relations board.
Nothing much to report on the
but in a modified version. The This should show the caliber of
you know beforehand it would to cut themselves up into pieces to patrolmen and dispatchers very- cellent work he did in making the
the membership of the Sailors' Portland waterfront. Shipping is
The Alaska Packers Assn. have whole situation depended on what
fit a craft pattern that is crazier
never appear in print.
thing is shipshape with full speed anniversary a success.
was done on the Sailors' Charter. Union Emergency Fund to the In- extremely slow, so would not adnegotiate
with
to
agreed
the
Fire'w *
* *
I am paid "$150" a week for to them than any crazy quilt.
ternational officials. It may be in- vise any members of the Black
ahead.
men's Union for an agreement. He spoke on the educational proListen to the troubles of one em* *
*
keeping my honest opinions out
The question of the longshoregram. He stated the principle teresting to note that several of Gang to make this fair city their
Secertary
explained
this
that
The
of the paper 1 am connected with. ployee of an Indiana municipal
Whitey Probert, in his report men in Honolulu, was discussed company is willing to hire union thing to do is to consider the bum the members have just completed happy hunting ground till thing;
Others of you are paid • similar plant: "I operate the pumps and stated .that .West .0 oast .men and it appears to the writer that
their first trip since the tie-up, the pick up.
men, but that they have different legislation that might go against
salaries for doing similar things. engines, the switchboard, keep aboard the Jacob Luckenbach, in those men out there seem to be a
names of these members will be
Ships' crews are eagerly seekcombat
can't
as
we
Seamen
the
working conditions than other
If I should permit honest opinions the log, do the oiling, answer the the Gulf, were logged for refusing football in the hands of the ILA
Sam. The law that allows a found in the financial report this ing information as to when the
Uncle
as
Such
when
ships.
the
ships
week,
to be printed in • one issue of my telephone, test water, treat water to work with "scab checkers." International officials. Through
Sailors are to have their Charter
reach Alaska, some of the men do Seaman to walk off a ship can be
paper, like Othello, before 24 hours for the boilers, call out help in Working with scabs in any capac- the good work of Maxie Weisreturned. This subject is apparvery easily repealed. He thinks SAWMILL WORKERS KILLED
canneryRwAolsrkIN
.
case of. an emergency, polish the
Two men dead, twelve to fifteen. ently of paramount concern to men
my occupation would be gone.
ity is contrary to all union prin- barth, who is languishing in durthat the convention brought out
G OF DUES
The business of the New York bright materials and I am respon- ciples and the men from this coast ance vile on a rock pile in Portwounded
or badly Injured. These, of all departments, for ImmediateThe matter of raising the month- that the government is moving in
were the casualties resulting after ly on the arrival of ships the crews
journalist is to destroy the truth, sible for the efficient operating have shown their attitude repeat- land at present, these men
gradually.
were
ly dues of the union to $1.50 was
claim of Union memebrs of the are demanding information.
to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, conliton of all equipment," he edly in this matter. The skipper shown the need of unity.
Brother King stated that Farrell
They brought up. It was pointed out that
to fawn at the feet of Mammon, to• writes.
Many fine compliments are
called the Eastern and Gulf patrol- have over five hundred paid up the only way we could keep out was correct that the government Sawmill & Timber Workers and
Does than bring him under the
sell his country for his daily bread.
man, who came aboard "artillery" members in the Honolulu Long- of paying this amount of dues, was moving in, but that the gov- the Sulphite Pulp & Paper Work- being paid to the ISU officials' exers at the Lewis and Clark camp ecutives during these strenuous
. We are the tools of vassals of jurisdiction of the operating en- and all and told him that the men shoremen's Association and have
since the 'recent ISU Convention, ernment was doing so with the
gineers, the firemen and oilers,
rich men behind the scenes.
should be logged which they were. tried repeatedly to gain recogni- the greatest amount of . votes of full aid and cooperation of the ISU of the Crown-Willamette Paper times and I'm sure that brothers
We are intellectual. prostitutes. the telephone operators, electrical
Company at Seaside, Oregon, Sat- Grange and Carlson would greatly
This is "one example of the tion from the ILA officials. This which' were had by the East Coast officials.
urday, March 7th, 1936, this the appreciate these wonderful ex—John Swinnerton, formerly on workers boilermakers, metal pol- phoney machine dominating the organization is composed of all
Fakers, passed on that amount,
NEW BLOOD
ishers, machinists, plumber, laboroutcome of a bitter and long-waged pressions of brotherly love—miff
the New York Tribune staff, adaffairs of the I. S. U. of A. The pa- nationalities, but through the soli- was to ask the ISU executive
Brother Murphy pointed out the fight
for jurisdictional rights be- said.
dressing the New York Press As- ers or what? As a matter of fact, trolman must be pretty well darity shown. members of
the board for exemption.
difficulty of analyzing people's tween these
sociation, as quoted by "The Gold- he is a member of the glass-bottle thought of when he has to pack a Maritime groups they are 100 per
respective Unions.
Considering the fact that the
However,
it
was
pointed
out, action. We can only go by their
blowers' union! At least he can reOnce again the infamous dictator- next ISU Convention will be held
en Age."
young "machine gun" in regular cent class conscious,
that from the viewpoint of the Pa- past action. However, we are at
main undivided by staying in the
ial policies of the American Fed- in our own hack yard—Los An* * * * *
"Capone style" to talk to a few
cific Coast Marine Firemen, we present faced with •a peculiar type
union of his formed trade.
eration of Labor officials in their geles—we may be able to practice
Jimmy Crooks, "investigator exharmless Seamen.
have found due to our large of fascism and we can dig our eco- never
."The boilermaker, the pipefitter
* * *
ending struggle to incite a little yanking ourselves, and if
*
traordinary" tendered his resignaactivities,
of
that it. is not nomic grave very easily. In the
amount
C:3 and the machinist go in a boiler
trouble within the ranks of the not charter yanking, then we may
West Coast crews arriving from tion after making a lengthy but practible to operate on $1.00 dues.
past we have had example of men workers has left dead
furnace and lay up a brick wall,"
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the Eastern seaboard are all com- very good report on the findings
In a "peaceful" union it. is possible who were activized by selfish mo- In
continues this same worker. "Then
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its wake. The Lewis and Clark from their easy, well-paid jobs.
plaining of the treatment accord- of the Steamboat Inspector's ridto operate on $1.00, but where we tives. Today we have a lot of new bad been
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declared unfair by the
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ed them by the phonies and their ings. He was given a standing vote are a target for the sharpshooting
and young blood who are not in Sawmill and Timber
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cohorts on that Coast. SUP men of thanks by the membership in
of the shipowners and the labor accord with the internal disputes until
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who have paid dues to make the appreciation of the fine work he
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a chance we have to follow craft
Workers' Union were work• Ill health forced Jimmy to
monkeys sit upon more soft, are
re- in order to better meet the high must be aleft against the Fascist
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infringement of our rights.
prises!"
were in control of the Camp and
there. If it were up to those back in ringside shape soon, and
Secretary King moved that we
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This particular Indiana municiup to the lime of withdrawal of
phonies to get men for West Coast hurry back. We'll put the rat
P. C., M. F. 0. W. & W. the Timber Workers' pickets, were
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pal employee was persistent in his
ships, men from the SUP would be guards out while you're gone, Jim.
the membership on the question as
effort fctl• organization. When the
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Dispatchers Oleson and Tillman
sitting on their fannies till the well
to whether or not we are in favor
A. F. of L. organizer in his terrilittle
town at, leisure and armed
report.
shipping good with men
known "hell" freezes over, before
of the new ISU Convention and
tory could give him no advice on
to the teeth. The Sawmill & Timalso dispatched to ILA. It seems
they ever were shipped.
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Ships delegates and the crews to be the delight of some members dues. This notice is to be posted
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their Charter, controlled the Camp
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"You state that workers for
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the "Rank and File" on the East It seems to he the style to work
WHEREAS, The Maritime workors' Charter fight and the referwhom you speak are employed as
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Charter was granted them while
Coast and we well realize the spot against them. Their jobs are no
ers on the Pacific Coast have orendum are over.
electricians, linemen, boilerthe Sawmill & Timber Workers
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motive
firemen,
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ments were also presented and and
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WHEREAS, The unity achieved
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